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From: Herman, Laura J - DNR
To: LaLiberte, Gina - DNR; Greb, Steven R - DNR
Cc: Filbert, Jennifer M - DNR; Asplund, Tim - DNR; Olson, Eric (Eric.Olson@uwsp.edu); Wickman, Sandra J - DNR;


Gauthier Sr, Kevin J - DNR; Schaal, Carroll - DNR; Garrison, Paul J - DNR
Subject: CLMN water color / Landsat 8 calibration
Date: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 8:21:04 AM
Attachments: water color cover letter.doc


Water color / Landsat 8 calibration update:


7-cases of amber bottles were delivered today from Fisher.  SLOH (Barb Whoerl) is sending
me 3-cases.  They should come today.  Add in the cases Research sent me and it looks like I
am all set on bottles for 3 sample periods for 50 lakes.  I will have to replace the bottles
SLOH sent, but that will happen later.


My niece and nephew will be helping with the packaging today.  Everything should go to the
volunteers via SpeeDee this afternoon.  The volunteers will have their supplies tomorrow. 


Sampling should start the last two weeks of June.


Packages will include:


·       Cover letter explaining our needs to calibrate Landsat 8


·       Landsat 8 schedule


·       3 Amber bottles (one per sample period; 3 sample periods (chlorophyll days)


·       3 Labels for amber bottles


·       3 Yellow labels for the volunteers to attach to their existing lab slips.


I can finally see the end on this part of the venture.  Now we will have to wait and see how
the volunteers do.  Let’s hope the weather cooperates.


Jen, here is a copy of the letter so that we log this into SWIMS mailings comments.  You
have the list of folks who are on the list.


 


Now back to lake level work…


Laura Herman
Citizen Lake Monitoring Network Educator
UWEX
107 Sutliff Ave.
Rhinelander, WI  54501


(() phone:      (715) 365-8998 (Rhinelander)
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June 11, 2013


Chemistry Volunteer:





Subject:  Can you assist us with calibrating the new Satellite images?


We have a new satellite, Landsat 8, collecting water color and clarity data this year.  We need to “calibrate” the data the satellite collects.  We are looking for volunteers to collect one additional water sample per chlorophyll sample period (see table below) and send the extra samples to the SLOH along with your normal chemistry samples.  DNR research will analyze the water color; look at your secchi results; and link/mesh these to the satellite imagery.  We then know what the satellite imagery colors “mean”.  Enclosed are 3 amber bottles for the water color sample (one per sample period).  Collect your water sample as in the past; fill and preserve your Total Phosphorus bottle sample, save out your chlorophyll water and then fill the amber bottle with some of the remaining water in your water collection bottle (juice jug).  Fill the amber bottle to the shoulder of the bottle.  No acid preservation is needed for the amber bottle sample.  Complete one of the white labels and attach the label to the amber bottle and keep the sample cool and out of the sun (in a dark place).  Please attach one of the yellow stickers in a blank spot on the lab slip. Chill and ship the sample the same day it is collected or the next day.  Place the amber bottle in a Ziploc bag and then place this bag into the gallon Ziploc bag of ice (same as your phosphorus sample).  Use the same amount of ice as in the past.  


			Parameters


			April or May


			June


			July


			August


			September


			October





			Secchi


Secchi Dip-In



Satellite Fly-Over


			X






			X


June 29-July 21


*check satellite dates


			X


June 29-July 21


*check satellite dates


			X



*check satellite dates


			X



*check satellite dates


			X









			Phosphorus


			X – 2 weeks after ice off


			X – last 2 weeks of June


			X – last 2 weeks of July


			X – last 2 weeks of August


			


			





			Chlorophyll and water color


			-NO-


			X – last 2 weeks of June


			X – last 2 weeks of July


			X – last 2 weeks of August


			


			








Your path for your lake is the same as in the past.  For your reference, it can be found at http://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/CLMN/remotesensing/paths.aspx


The schedule on the DNR web site http://dnr.wi.gov/lakes/CLMN/remotesensing/13schedule.pdf includes both Landsat 7 & 8 days.  We would like you to try to collect your chemistry samples (and secchi that meshes with the chemistry sample) on the Landsat 8 schedule. This will help us calibrate Landsat 8.  As with the past chemistry monitoring, the exact satellite date is best, but you can sample one to two days before or after the satellite date to accommodate your schedule, weather conditions and sample shipping. 



			Landsat 8 Schedule for 2013


			


			





			


			


			


			





			Path 26


			Path 25


			Path 24


			Path 23





			06/05/2013


			05/29/2013


			05/22/2013


			05/31/2013





			06/21/2013


			06/14/2013


			06/07/2013


			06/16/2013





			07/07/2013


			06/30/2013


			06/23/2013


			07/02/2013





			07/23/2013


			07/16/2013


			07/09/2013


			07/18/2013





			08/08/2013


			08/01/2013


			07/25/2013


			08/03/2013





			08/24/2013


			08/17/2013


			08/10/2013


			08/19/2013





			09/09/2013


			09/02/2013


			08/26/2013


			09/04/2013





			09/25/2013


			09/18/2013


			09/11/2013


			09/20/2013








The samples should be collected on sunny days.  If it is not sunny when you do your chemistry run, please skip taking the water color sample that month and save the amber bottle for your next chemistry sample period.  If you cannot collect the water color samples, the bottles can be returned to Sandy Wickman when you pick up future supplies.  No need to return them right away.  


There is the potential that additional samples may be needed in 2014.  Research staff will have to analyze this year’s efforts and then determine if additional monitoring is needed.  We will send you a copy of their results once the analysis is completed.


Please contact me if you have any questions.  Thanks for your assistance.  


Sincerely,



Laura Herman



Citizen Lake Monitoring Network Coordinator



laura.herman@uwsp.edu


715-365-8998



Enclosed:  3 amber bottles, 3 white labels to attach to the amber bottles and 3 yellow labels which are attached to your existing lab slips.



Cc: 
Steve Greb



Sandy Wickman



 Citizen Lake Monitoring Network



 A part of the Wisconsin Lakes Partnership



 uwexlakes@uwsp.edu



 www.uwsp.edu/cnr/uwexlakes/clmn



 715-365-8998 
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(() fax:                (715) 365-8977
(+) e-mail:     laura.herman@uwsp.edu


(+) e-mail:     laura.herman@Wisconsin.gov


An EEO/AA employer, University of Wisconsin Stevens Point and Extension provides equal
opportunities in employment and programming, including Title IX and American with
Disabilities (ADA) requirements. La Universidad de Wisconsin-Extensión, un empleador con
igualdad de oportunidades y acción afirmativa (EEO/AA), proporciona igualdad de
oportunidades en empleo y programas, incluyendo los requisitos del Título IX (Title IX) y de
la Ley para Americanos con Discapacidades (ADA).





